MARTIAN IMPACT CRATERS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR TARGET CHARACTERISTICS
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ABSTRACT

Martian impact craters display a number of characteristics which differ from those associated with impact craters on volatile-poor bodies such as the Moon or Mercury. These characteristics include the morphometric properties of the crater, ejecta and interior morphologies, and the range of preservational states due to modification from the Martian environment. Both the thin Martian atmosphere and the presence of volatiles within the target material can contribute to these unusual characteristics, but the role of target volatiles appears to dominates.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lunar impact craters have become the “standard” to which impact craters on other bodies have been compared. However, the Moon is a volatile-poor body, with no substantial atmosphere or presence of volatiles within the target material. The presence of volatiles substantially affects impact craters, both during crater formation and through subsequent modification. Examples of these effects are clearly evident in Martian impact craters, which serve as better analogs to terrestrial craters than do lunar craters.

Martian impact craters were identified in the early imagery from Mariners 4, 6, 7, and 9, but it was not until the Viking missions in the late 1970’s that the full range of morphologic features could be appreciated. The latest armada of orbiting spacecraft (Mars Global Surveyor (MGS), Mars Odyssey, and Mars Express (MEx)) has dramatically enhanced the amount of information about Martian impact craters by providing multispectral, stereo, topographic, and mineralogic data. The recent addition of the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) together with in situ analysis of impact crater materials by the Mars Exploration Rovers (MER) are adding additional layers of information to help us better understand how the Martian environment, and particularly the presence of atmospheric and subsurface volatiles, has influenced the formation and subsequent modification of impact craters on our neighboring world. Peering below the surface with MEx’s MARSIS and MRO’s SHARAD ground penetrating radars will provide direct constraints on the role of subsurface volatiles in producing the observed morphologies and morphometries of Martian impact craters.

2. CRATER MORPHOMETRY

Viking-based analysis of Martian impact craters using shadow measurements and photoclinometry suggested that many of the morphometric parameters were quite different from those of lunar craters [1, 2]. The detailed topographic information produced by MGS’s Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) instrument has confirmed that crater morphometric properties are quite different between Mars and volatile-poor bodies such as the Moon and Mercury [3, 4].

The gravity-dependence of the transition between simple and complex crater forms is well-established, predicting that the simple-to-complex transition diameter \( D_{sc} \) should be smaller on larger and/or more massive bodies [5]. Gravity scaling predicts that \( D_{sc} \) on Mars should be about 10 km, similar to \( D_{sc} \) on smaller but more massive Mercury. The actual value for Mars is closer to 7 km, although \( D_{sc} \) is observed to be smaller at higher latitudes [3]. These observations suggest that the crust is weakened by the presence of ice within the near-surface materials.

Other morphometric properties also show variations with latitude. For example, the relationship between the depth \( d \) and the diameter \( D \) of fresh complex craters [3, 6] at near-polar latitudes is

\[
    d = 0.03 D^{1.04} \tag{1}
\]

while the relationship in near-equatorial regions is

\[
    d = 0.19 D^{0.55} \tag{2}
\]

Similar latitudinal dependencies are observed for other morphometric parameters (see [3] for more details). These latitudinal variations in crater morphometries are consistent with the proposed latitudinal distribution of near-surface ice, based on geothermal models [7-9].
3. EJECTA MORPHOLOGIES

Fresh lunar impact craters are surrounded by a radially-oriented ejecta blanket, emplaced by dry material ejected along ballistic trajectories. Such ejecta blankets, referred to here as “lunar radial ejecta”, are comprised of an inner thick, hummocky deposit called the continuous ejecta blanket surrounded by the more dispersed, secondary crater-dominated discontinuous ejecta blanket [5]. Fresh Martian impact craters, however, are typically surrounded by ejecta blankets displaying a more lobate or fluidized appearance. Such ejecta morphologies are called “layered ejecta”, and are subdivided into several classes based on the appearance of the ejecta [10]. Craters displaying one complete layer of ejecta are called single layer ejecta (SLE) craters, while those displaying two complete ejecta layers are double layer ejecta (DLE) craters. Multiple layer ejecta (MLE) craters are surrounded by three or more partial or complete ejecta layers. Two models have been proposed for the formation of the layered ejecta morphologies: (1) vaporization of volatile-rich target material during impact [11, 12], and (2) interaction of the ejecta plume with the thin Martian atmosphere [13, 14].

3.1. Single Layer Ejecta

SLE craters display a single ejecta blanket surrounding the crater (Fig. 1). They are the most common type of ejecta morphology surrounding fresh craters on Mars [15]. The smallest craters which show a SLE morphology (the “onset diameter”) range from about 3 to 5 km in the equatorial region to less than 1 km near the poles, although regional variations are seen in the equatorial region [16-18]. The SLE morphology is associated with craters up to about 25 km in diameter in the equatorial region and up to >70-km-diameter near the poles. The ejecta blanket is characterized by two quantitative measurements, the ejecta mobility (EM) ratio and lobateness ($\Gamma$), which are believed to provide information about the fluidity of the ejecta during emplacement. The EM ratio describes how far the ejecta extends from the crater and is defined as [19, 20]

$$EM = \frac{\text{maximum extent of ejecta from crater rim}}{\text{crater radius}}$$

(3)

Lobateness is a measure of the sinuosity of the ejecta deposit. It is defined in terms of the area covered by the ejecta ($A$) and the perimeter (linear distance along outer edge) of the ejecta deposit ($P$) [21]:

$$\Gamma = \frac{P}{(4\pi A)^{1/2}}$$

(4)

A circular ejecta blanket will have $\Gamma = 1$ while more sinuous ejecta have higher values. Martian SLE craters have EM ratios between 0.20 and 6.60, with a median of 1.53. Their lobateness values vary from 1.00 to 3.57, with an average of 1.10. Hence, most SLE craters have ejecta deposits which extend ~1.5 crater radii from the rim and which are generally close to circular. EM and $\Gamma$ values typically indicate more fluid ejecta as one approaches the poles, consistent with the proposed higher concentrations of subsurface volatiles in these regions from geothermal and hydrologic models [8, 9] as well as the observed high hydrogen concentrations from the Gamma Ray Spectrometer/Neutron Spectrometer on Mars Odyssey [22-24].

Both the subsurface volatile [11, 12] and atmospheric [13, 14] models can replicate the general features of the SLE morphology. However, the observed latitudinal variations in onset diameter, EM, and $\Gamma$ strongly suggest that subsurface volatiles dominate the formation process.

Figure 1. Examples of single layer ejecta (SLE) craters on Mars. Crater on right is 11.6 km in diameter and located at 23.63°N 101.71°E. (THEMIS image I02493005)

3.2 Double Layer Ejecta

DLE craters display two complete ejecta layers (Fig. 2) and are commonly found around craters in the mid-latitude (~40°-65°) zone in both hemispheres. This ejecta morphology is seen around craters up to ~25-km-diameter. Detailed analysis of the DLE ejecta blankets using MGS’s Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) and Odyssey’s Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) visible (VIS) camera suggest that the inner ejecta layer is emplaced before the outer layer [25]. Contrary to earlier reports, DLE craters are seen at a range of elevations and in materials with varying
thermal inertia values [15, 26], but they are most strongly concentrated in low-lying regions of the northern hemisphere between 40°N and 65°N.

EM ratios vary from 0.40 to 3.30 for the inner ejecta layer, with an average value of 1.49. The outer ejecta layer has an EM range of 1.20 to 10.60 with an average of 3.24 [27]. Thus the outer ejecta layer displays much greater fluidity than the inner layer, which is similar in its EM values to those of SLE craters. The outer layer also displays high lobateness values, ranging from 1.01 to 2.27 with an average of 1.14. Inner layer \( \Gamma \) ranges between 1.00 and 1.38, with an average of 1.04.

The high EM and \( \Gamma \) values, as well as onset diameters of <1 km and concentrations within latitude zones expected to be ice-rich, all suggest that target volatiles are responsible for the DLE morphology. The inner layer displays many characteristics which are similar to those of SLE craters in these same regions and likely form by a similar mechanism. The very high EM ratios for the outer layers may indicate interaction of the ejecta plume with the Martian atmosphere, such as through a base surge process [25].

The generally large size of MLE craters suggests that they are excavating to depths of around 1 km or more, within the regions where groundwater reservoirs could exist based on geothermal models [8, 9]. Both incorporation of liquid water within the ejected material [28] and interaction of the vapor plume with the Martian atmosphere [27] have been proposed to explain the extreme fluidity of the MLE ejecta deposits.

3.3. Multiple Layer Ejecta Craters

The MLE morphology is most commonly associated with craters in the 25-50-km-diameter range, although craters as small as 8-km-diameter can show this ejecta pattern. Multiple layer craters display three or more ejecta layers which can extend completely around the crater or only as partial segments (Fig. 3). Most MLE craters are concentrated along the highlands/lowlands dichotomy boundary [15].

Analogous to the outer layer of DLE craters, the outermost complete ejecta deposit of the MLE craters has very high EM and \( \Gamma \) values, indicating that the ejected material was very fluid at the time of emplacement. EM ratios range from 0.30 to 4.70, with an average value of 2.17; lobateness has an average value of 1.18 with a range of 1.02 to 1.74 [27].

Figure 2: This double layer ejecta (DLE) crater is 6.8 km in diameter and located at 46.7°N 325.7°E. (THEMIS image I03484002)

Figure 3: Multiple layer ejecta (MLE) craters display 3 or more partial or complete ejecta layers. This 25 km MLE crater at 6°N 304°E also displays a summit pit. (THEMIS image I03218002)

3.4. Other Ejecta Morphologies

The SLE, DLE, and MLE morphologies constitute 89% of all the ejecta morphologies associated with Martian impact craters ≥5-km-diameter [27]. Although the other ejecta morphologies are numerically minor, the size and regional distributions of these features provide additional insights into the properties of the target materials.

Very small (typically <3-km-diameter in the equatorial region) and very large (typically >50-km-diameter) craters often display a radial (Rd) ejecta pattern, which
is qualitatively similar to the lunar radial ejecta patterns (Figure 4). Secondary crater chains are common in this ejecta pattern and can extend for 100’s of crater radii from the crater rim [29]. This has led some researchers to conclude that the small crater population (<1-km-diameter) is dominated by secondary craters, which has important implications for terrain ages derived from small crater statistics.

Diverse (Di) ejecta display components of both layered and radial ejecta patterns. Typically, chains of secondary craters extend from beneath the outer edge of the layered ejecta deposit (Fig. 5), indicating that the secondary craters are emplaced before the layered deposit. This suggests that volatile-poor but coherent target material is excavated before the volatile-rich region is encountered. The onset diameter for Di ejecta craters varies with age of the surface: Craters on young, Amazonian-aged volcanic lava flows show the Di pattern for craters as small as 10-km-diameter. Intermediate-aged Hesperian surfaces require craters to be at least 19 km in diameter before the Di pattern is seen, and craters on the old Noachian-aged surface are at least 45 km in diameter before showing this ejecta morphology [30]. This diameter-terrain age relationship likely reflects the varying thickness of a weak, fragmented regolith, which would be thicker on older units. Excavation through this thicker regolith to an underlying coherent bedrock layer, necessary for production of the blocks responsible for secondary crater formation, requires a larger crater.

Pancake (Pn) ejecta craters are associated with ejecta deposits where the outer edge drops off in a convex shape rather than terminating in a distal rampart (Fig. 6). This morphology is primarily seen around craters <20-km-diameter at the higher latitudes, usually in the same 40-65° latitude zone where DLE craters dominate. Costard [20] suggested that Pn craters were simply the inner layer of a double layer crater where the thin outer ejecta layer had been either destroyed or was below detection limits. A more recent analysis of these craters using MOC and THEMIS data supports this idea [26]. Not only are many craters classified as Pn craters using Viking imagery found to actually be DLE craters using higher resolution data, but the EM and $\Gamma$ values for Pn craters are statistically identical to the inner layer of DLE craters.
Pedestal (Pd) craters are an unusual landform where both the crater and ejecta blanket are elevated above the surrounding terrain (Fig. 7). Pd craters are very small (typically <5-km-diameter) and are concentrated in the 45-60° latitude zone in both hemispheres. The original explanation for these features was that eolian deflation of surrounding fine-grained materials left the crater and ejecta blanket perched above the surroundings. However, Pd craters tend to be found within the ice-rich fine-grained mantles proposed to be deposited during high obliquity periods. A new model has been proposed by which sublimation of the ice within this mantling material causes the lowering of the surrounding terrain and the perched characteristics of the Pd craters [26].

4. INTERIOR MORPHOLOGIES

Martian impact craters display a variety of interior morphologies, including central peaks, peak rings, flat floors, and wall terraces. Collapse pits are seen on the floors of some craters while others have their floors covered with sedimentary deposits of eolian or possibly lacustrine origin. One class of interior features which is common on Mars but absent on volatile-poor bodies like the Moon are central pits.

4.1. Central Pits

Central pits are depressions found in the center of crater floors. There are two types of central pits: floor pits, where the pit lies directly on the floor of the crater, and summit pits, where the pit is found on a central rise or on top of a central peak. Fig. 8 shows an example of a floor pit while a summit pit is seen in Fig. 3. Over 1500 central pit craters have been identified on Mars, with floor pits approximately twice as common as summit pits [31]. Both floor pits and summit pits are found in craters with a similar range in sizes (5 to 57 km in diameter) and over a similar latitude zone (50°N to 70°S). The ratio of the pit diameter to the crater diameter (Dp/Dc) is strongly peaked for floor pits near 0.15 (range: 0.07 to 0.29). Summit pits tend to be smaller relative to their parent crater than floor pits (median = 0.11), but are not as strongly peaked over the range of 0.05 to 0.19 (Fig. 9). Pit craters are found in craters with a wide range in preservational state, from very degraded to pristine. Among fresh craters with preserved ejecta morphologies, most display a multiple layer ejecta morphology.

Figure 7: Pedestal (Pd) craters often occur in clusters, as seen in this image from the Arcadia Planitia region of Mars. The largest crater (lower right) is 1.8 km in diameter and located near 42.4°N 154.6°E. (THEMIS image I11416010)

Figure 8: This 20.7-km-diameter crater displays a central floor pit. Crater is located at 22.46°N 340.41°E. (THEMIS image I01199005)

Central pits are believed to result from the release of volatiles from the center of the crater during crater formation. Croft [32] suggested that this resulted from cometary impacts, but the lack of central pit craters on volatile-poor bodies such as the Moon and Mars argues against central pits being solely a result of impactor composition. Because central pit craters are also common on icy moons such as Ganymede [33, 34] and Europa [35], the most widely accepted model of central pit formation involves impact into volatile-rich target materials [36]. Recent numerical modeling of both asteroid and comet impacts into ice-soil mixed targets shows that temperatures within the central region of the
transient cavity can reach temperatures well above the vaporization point of water ice [37]. A sudden release of this vapor could be responsible for the formation of central pits. The fact that craters in a wide range of preservational states (and thus a range of ages) display central pits suggests that the target volatiles responsible for central pit formation have been present on Mars for most if not all of its history.

The presence of liquid water on the Martian surface during the planet’s early history is problematic because temperatures on Mars, even with a thicker carbon dioxide-rich atmosphere, are expected to have been too low to support liquid water because the Sun is expected to have been fainter when the solar system first formed. However, numerical modeling of atmospheric effects from impacts into volatile-rich materials during this early period suggests that regional microclimates can be produced where excess greenhouse warming can allow conditions favorable for liquid water [41]. Valley network channels and alluvial fans within impact craters may have formed from such microclimate conditions.

Major questions which still remain for central pits are: (1) why are some pits found on crater floors while others occur on top of central rises, and (2) why do some craters display central pits when adjacent craters of similar size and age do not? An on-going study to compare central pit craters on Ganymede with their Martian analogs may help to resolve these questions [38].

5. DEGRADATION OF MARTIAN CRATERS

While the layered ejecta morphologies and central pits strongly suggest the presence of volatiles in the target material at the time of crater formation, a number of processes related to volatiles operate to modify Martian impact craters after their formation. Mars today is cold and dry, with no liquid water remaining stable for extended periods of time on the surface or in the atmosphere. However, many impact craters on the ancient Noachian surface units are highly degraded, suggesting that degradation rates were much higher early in Martian history [39] (Fig. 10). While a variety of geologic processes (including eolian deposition, volcanic lava flows, and impact cratering and ejecta deposition) were operating at higher rates during this early time period, analysis of how the topographic profile of these impact craters has been altered also suggests that rainfall and surface water flow were responsible for much of the degradation during this time [40].

The volatile-rich target affects impact craters in the mid-latitude regions of Mars through relaxation of crater topography, a process called “terrain softening” [42-44] (Fig. 11). The presence of ice in the target material weakens the crust, allowing relaxation of...
topographic features over geologically short time periods. Sharp features such as crater rims and ejecta ramparts become rounded and material on steep slopes display features indicative of subsurface creep. Terrain softening is most common in the mid-latitude regions (~30°–60° latitude zone) because of the large presence of ice and the warmer temperatures which can be achieved in these regions due to seasonal and long-term obliquity cycles.

Figure 11: This 17-km-diameter crater shows features characteristic of terrain softening, caused by creep in target materials with high ice content. The rounded crater rim and ejecta features along with flow-type features on the crater floor are typical features seen in terrain softened craters on Mars. Crater is centered near 32°N 44°E (THEMIS image I11582007)

6. CONCLUSIONS

Martian impact craters display a variety of features which suggest that volatiles, both in the target material and the atmosphere, play a major role in crater formation and modification. Characteristics and distributions of the layered ejecta morphologies suggest that impact into volatile-rich surface materials is the dominant cause of these unusual features, although atmospheric interactions cannot be ignored as a contributor to the outermost ejecta deposit of double layer and multiple layer morphologies. Central pits are another strong indicator that the Martian near-surface region contains large concentrations of volatiles. Studies of onset diameters for single layer ejecta craters as a function of crater age suggest that the depth to the ice-rich layer has increased over time [45], but the deep reservoir seems to have maintained approximately the same volatile concentration for much of Mars’ history [46].

Volatiles influence not only the initial morphologies and morphometries of Martian impact craters but also their subsequent evolution. Ancient craters have undergone a substantial amount of degradation due to eolian, volcanic, tectonic, impact, and fluvial processes. Large impact events, particularly during the first 10^9 years of Mars’ history, may have produced regional microclimates with enhanced fluvial and/or glacial activity. Present-day near-surface ice affects crater morphology through creep processes and sublimation of surface ice deposits emplaced at mid-latitudes during periods of high obliquity may be responsible for the unusual pedestal crater morphology.

Impact craters on Mars display numerous characteristics which differentiate them from craters on volatile-poor bodies like the Moon. Differences in impact velocities and surface gravity between Mars and the Moon can explain some of these observed differences, but many others must be the result of the volatile-rich Martian environment. The presence of both an atmosphere and surface/subsurface volatiles on the Earth makes Mars a better analog for understanding the original morphologies expected with terrestrial impact craters.
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